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Complete the PALLITE® PIX® Picking Solution with our purpose
designed SilverBackTM labels and U-holder Identification solutions.

While working with PALLITE®, we have identified the sizes required for
this solution, and developed a range that is unique to the PALLITE® PIX®

picking solution. Ensure that your customer’s solution is up and running
as quickly and seamlessly as possible by supplying the correctly sized
Labels and Holders necessary to maximise the efficiency of their solution.

PALLITE® PIX® PICKING SOLUTION
Shelf Labels & Holders

Labeling and Warehouse Solutions

SilverBackTM labels and holders purpose designed to fit the
leading edges of the new PALLITE® PIX® Picking Solution

The best performing label at no extra cost compared with regular
polyester labels. The unique silver coating is 100% opaque allowing
for easy re-labelling over older existing labels, and with no show
through, we can guarantee your customers 100% barcode scanability.

This label lasts longer. Thicker than polyester labels, the added 
robustness allows the labels to be applied at temperatures down to 
-30oC and they remain effective down to -50oC.

SilverBackTM  – the only label your customers will ever need

Our Label Holders are made from a tough extruded PVC plastic
with a base hinge and roof for easy insertion and to prevent dirt
ingression within the label holder.

All products in our U profile label holders range are purpose
designed to hold the new label size required for the PALLITE® PIX®

Picking Solution.

U Profile Label Holders

SilverBackTM  labels

Size Price

100mm x 17mm £0.25p

100mm x 30mm £0.35p

Label holders

Size Price
100mm x 17mm £0.80p

Price is per label +VAT 
– total minimum order value £25.00

Price is per holder +VAT 
– total minimum order value £25.00

(including 17mm high unlaminated card)

100mm x 34mm £1.15p
(including 30mm high unlaminated card)
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Discover the PALLITE® PIX® Range

Labeling and Warehouse Solutions

Labelling and Warehouse Solutions

PALLITE® PIX®

Picking Solutions

Watch the video and see for yourself

PALLITE® PIX® is a range of picking solutions that are strong,
lightweight, flexible, and designed to consolidate pick-faces 
– save space, improve pick accuracy and increase pick efficiency.  

Create more free space in your customers’ warehouses by allowing them 
to store more product, ultimately increasing the yield of the warehouse
space whilst maintaining the ability to flex around the demands of their
supply chain and improve their pick efficiency. 
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